
HOUSE .... No. 733
By Mr. Miles of Boston, petition of Sherman Miles for legislation

to regulate animal experimentation and making certain stray animals
available therefor. Legal Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fortv-Nine

An Act regulating animal experimentation, and

MAKING CERTAIN STRAY ANIMALS AVAILABLE THEREFOR.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled , and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

! Section 1. Chapter 112 of the General Laws
2 is hereby amended by inserting after section 12A,
3 as amended by chapter 41 of the acts of 1943, the
4 following heading and sections:

5 PERSONS WHO PRACTICE ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION.

li Section 128. No person shall experiment upon
7 living vertebrate animals without a license from the
8 state licensing authority, hereinafter called the
9 licensing authority, as defined in section twelve C

10 below. Whoever shall so experiment without such
11 license shall be punished by imprisonment for not
12 more than one year or by a fine of not more than
13 two hundred and fifty dollars, or both.
14 Section 12C. The licensing authority shall con-
-15 sist of the department of public health. The governor'
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shall appoint to the department an advisory com-
mittee on animal experimentation, to consist of
three representatives of the Massachusetts Federa-
tion of Humane Societies, Inc., who shall serve at
the pleasure of the department. Said committee
shall advise the department on all matters per-
taining to sections twelve D to twelve N, inclusive.
Members of said committee shall serve without
compensation, but shall receive the necessary travel-
ing expenses incurred by them in the performance
of their duties. Said committee shall meet not
less than four times a year, and other meetings
may be called by the department on proper notice.
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Section 12D. The licensing authority may issue
licenses for animal experimentation to the following
establishments or persons:
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1. Approved schools or colleges of medicine
public health, dentistry, pharmacy, veterinary medi-
cine or agriculture, or the heads thereof.
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2. Approved medical diagnostic laboratories, or
the heads thereof.
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3. Approved hospitals, or the heads thereof37

4. Other educational, scientific or commercial
establishments having to do with the testing of
drugs or foods, or medical establishments engaged
in investigation or research into or instruction
concerning the structure or functions of living
organisms, the causes, prevention, control or cure
of diseases or abnormal conditions of human beings
or animals.
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Section 12E. The licensing authority and its
advisory committee shall have the right, whenever
it deems it advisable, to inspect or investigate, in
person or by agent or agents designated by it, any
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establishment or person to which or to whom a
license for animal experimentation has been granted,
or which or who has applied for such a license, or
any commercial agency within the commonwealth
selling or offering to sell dogs or cats for experimental
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purposes.oo
56 Section 12F. The qualifications required for the

issuance of a license shall include satisfactory proof,
furnished by the applicant to the licensing authority,
that the applicant maintains an establishment so
located, constructed and equipped as to provide
humane treatment of animals before, during and
after experimentation and that, on the basis of its
personnel and ethical standards, said establishment
is a fit and proper agency to conduct intelligent and
profitable animal experimentation for the advance-
ment of medical or physiological knowledge.
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Section 12G. A license issued under section
twelve D may be revoked or suspended by the
licensing authority for cause after due notice and
reasonable opportunity has been given the licensee
to defend itself. The licensing authority may
reissue a license which has been revoked when
satisfied that the cause of the revocation has been
eliminated.
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Section 12H. The licensing authority shall estab-

lish and currently maintain a list of commercial
agencies within the commonwealth authorized to
sell dogs or cats to licensed institutions for experi-
mental purposes. Such commercial agencies shall
be authorized by the licensing authority on the
basis of the honesty of their transactions, their
humane treatment of animals and the sanitary
conditions of their establishments. Such com-
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84 mercial agencies shall maintain, for at least six
months, records of the dates, names and addresses
of the persons from whom dogs or cats were obtained
bv it.
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Section 121. Licensees shall not purchase dogs
or cats for experimental purposes from any com-
mercial agencies except those on the authorized
list of the licensing authority, as provided for in
section twelve H above.
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Section 12j. A license granted to an establish-
ment shall clearly state the nature of the experi-
ments authorized. The license shall also clearly
state that the personnel of said establishment are
individually covered by the license, but only when
they are conducting experiments on animals within
the confines of said establishment, with the sanction
of and under the responsibility of its director or
head. A licensee maxr be issued a license in more
than one city or town.
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Sectiori 12K. Application for a license shall be
made in writing, accompanied by a fee of five dollars.
An issued license shall expire on June thirtieth
next succeeding its date, and may be renewed by
the licensing authority year by year at an annual
fee of five dollars. Copies of original and renewed
licenses shall be recorded forthwith in the office of
the clerks of the cities or towns in which the licensee
establishments for making experiments upon animals
are situated.
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Section 12L. A current list of licenses in effect
shall be kept in the office of each clerk of a city or
town in which a licensee’s establishment is situated,
and the licensing authority shall keep a list of all
licenses in effect in the commonwealth: all of these
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lists shall be kept as public records open to public
inspection without fee.
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Section 13M. Each licensee shall maintain, for
at least six months, a record of all dogs and cats
obtained by it for experimentation, said record and
the animals it covers to be subject to inspection at
all times by the licensing authorities, its advisory
committee and police officials. Said record shall
show the dates and sources of all such animals ob-
tained in sufficient detail to assist in tracing possible
theft or identifying personal property.
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Section 12N. Licensees shall return to its owner
any animal in its custody which is claimed and
identified as the personal property of said owner.
Licensee shall not, however, be liable to owners
for any injury to or illness or subsequent death of
said animal resulting from transit, experiment or
otherwise, if the licensees have bestowed reasonable
humane care on said animal, as prescribed in the
regulations provided for in section twelve O below.
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Section 130. The licensing authority shall adopt

such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with
the laws of the commonwealth or of the United
States, as it may deem necessary to carry into effect
the provisions of sections twelve D to twelve N,
inclusive. Specifically the licensing authority shall
issue and, when necessary, amend regulations cover-
ing licensees’ care and treatment of animals before,
during and after experimentation. The purpose of
these regulations shall be to insure that:
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(a) Animals are at all times humanely treated,
properly fed and their surroundings kept in good
sanitary condition.
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( b ) Experiments are limited to (1) those which151
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152 are necessary to obtain medical or physiological
knowledge not already known to the profession
concerned, and, (2) to those made to attain manual
or technical skill required in surgery or medical
practice and not otherwise attainable.
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(c) Experiments are planned and conducted with
an intelligent approach to the objective sought.
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(d) The suffering of animals under and after
experimentation is avoided, by anesthetization or
death, to the maximum extent consistent with the
requirements imposed in attaining the objective
of the experiment.
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(e) Responsibility is clearly placed on the director
or head of the licensed institution for decisions made,
within the provisions of the regulations, which would
entail animal suffering.
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Violations of the rules and regulations herein
provided for shall be punished by a fine of not more
than two hundred dollars or imprisonment of not
more than six months or both.
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Section 12P. Any institution within the scope
of section twelve D above, in existence on the effec-
tive date of this act and for which an application
for a license under section twelve K above is filed
within one month after said effective date, may
continue its work in animal experimentation during
the period its application is under consideration
by the department without being deemed in violation
of section twelve B above as so appearing.
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1 Section 2. Sections 151 A and 153 of chapter
2 140 of the General Laws are hereby amended by in-
-3 serting after the words “to kill or cause to be killed
4 the words: ,

except as provided for in chapter one
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5 hundred and forty A, and are further amended
6 by adding after the words “shall require the pur-
-7 chaser’' the words; to sign a statement that the
3 dog is purchased for ids personal or family use and.

1 Section 3. The General Laws are hereby
2 amended by inserting after chapter 140 as amended,
3 the following chapter:

Chapter 140A.4

Section 1. Notwithstanding any provisions of
chapter one hundred and thirty-four, stray animals
held by dog officers or pound masters shall, at the
option of the department of public health, and under
regulations issued by said department, pass to the
jurisdiction of the commonwealth and to the control
of said department. The said regulations shall
contain due provisions for the restitution of an
animal to its owner while under the control of said
department and for that purpose shall prescribe
a period of at least fifteen days between the im-
pounding of the animal and its actual use for ex-
perimental purposes as provided for in section two
below; provided, that humane societies holding
pound licenses in cities or towns shall be exempt
from the provisions of this act for a period of three
years after its passage.
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Section 2. The department of public health

shall adopt such rules and regulations, not incon-
sistent with the laws of the commonwealth or of
the United States, as may be necessary to carry
into effect the provisions of section one above, and
to make available to institutions licensed under
the provisions of section twelve D of chapter one
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hundred and twelve, hereinafter called licensees,
such animals as would otherwise be killed. These
rules and regulations will provide that licensees
shall bear the expenses incurred in the detention,
transfer and transportation of such animals, as
may be found to be reasonable by the department.
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Section 3. No dog officer or pound master shall
turn over any animal in his custody to any person or
institution otherwise than as provided for in sec-
tion one hundred and fifty-one A of chapter one
hundred and forty, as amended, and in the regula-
tions prescribed in section two above.
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Section 4- Household pets delivered to dog
officers or to animal pounds by their owners with a
request for their immediate execution, such request
being accompanied by the surrender of a current
and valid license or other satisfactory evidence of
ownership, shall not be considered stray animals
within the meaning of this act.
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Section 5. Licensees shall use animals secured
by it under this chapter only for the purposes specified
in their licenses, and shall not sell any such animals
or give them away, except for purposes of private
ownership and with the consent of the department
of public health.
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Section 6. Whoever willfully violates any of the
provisions of this chapter or any rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder shall be punished by a

fine of not more than one hundred dollars.
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